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Hydrogen production by γ-radiolysis of the mixture of beryllium oxide and 

water was studied in order to provide basic points of view for the influences of 

beryllium oxide and of rise in temperature on the hydrogen production by the 

radiolysis of water. As the influence of the beryllium oxide, an additional 

production of hydrogen besides the hydrogen production by the radiolysis of water 

was observed. This hydrogen production is strongly modified at oxide surfaces. 

Here we show that beryllium metal immersed in water uptakes considerable 

amounts of hydrogen when exposed to γ-radiation. Additionally we show that the 

amount of hydrogen absorbed by beryllium depends on the total dose of radiation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Nuclear power is often argued to be a fossil-free alternative in the global 

spectrum of electricity generation [1,2]. The safety of operating nuclear power 

plants is usually of main concern in discussions comparing different energy 

production techniques. However, at present, one of the most difficult issues to 

tackle is the long-term safety of repositories for radioactive waste originating from 

nuclear power plants, in particular the spent nuclear fuel [3]. The consequences of 

the exposure of many homogeneous systems to ionizing radiation are well-known on 

the basis of both experimental and theoretical studies performed over a period close to 

a century [4]. However, most systems of practical relevance are not homogeneous. 

In fact, one of the most crucial and thereby also interesting components of a system 

from a performance perspective is the interface between two phases[5,6]. 

However, no convincing mechanistic explanation that accounts for these 

observations has been given. In addition to the somewhat puzzling observations 

regarding the radiation chemical yield of H2, a number of studies on the 

interactions between other aqueous radiolysis products and oxide surfaces have 

been presented [7,8]. Additionally, under certain conditions, the decomposition of 

H2O2 at oxide surfaces can also lead to the formation of H2 [9]. Multiple previous 
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studies have examined product formation by water radiolysis at the interface 

between beryllium oxide and water. Our study provides a general quantitative 

model for calculating radiolytic production rates as a function of distance from the 

beryllium-water interface. In our example, we focus on radiation dose profiles and 

radiolytic H2O2 and H2 production profiles around spent fuel before and after 

barrier failure. 

EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Each type of radiation, α, β and γ, has different radiolytic product yields. In 

addition, each follows a different attenuation law because α and β radiation behave 

normalized dose rates for both α and β radiation, and a somewhat different method 

for γ radiation. We first present our equations for calculating the dose rate of 

charged particles and then present the equations and additional geometric 

conditions needed to account for γ radiation.  

How much radiation reaches the water depends on the particle’s path to the 

solidwater interface. We assume the path is linear over the projected range along 

the initial travel direction. The molecular products - H2, O2 and H2O2, received at 

radiation and heterogeneous process have been determined by a gas 

chromatograph. Therefore, more exact information on kinetic regularity of process 

of radiation and heterogeneous transformation of water has been received on the 

basis of amount of molecular hydrogen. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The radioactivity of spent fuel is highest during this time and α, β and γ 

radiation are emitted. Hazards associated with spent fuel storage include release of 

radionuclides into the water or atmosphere and, in some cases, buildup of 

dangerous levels of H2 gas. However, even in this case the contribution of γ 

radiation to the total dose, within the range of α particles, is almost an order of 

magnitude greater than β radiation. As stated in our methods, for this study, we 

assumed homogenous distribution of radionuclides throughout the solid. Our 

model can be adapted to include different zones of activity within the solid, which 

will produce different radiolytic production profiles. In an irradiated heterogeneous 

system, when the two phases each constitute a significant fraction of the total mass, 

the ionizing energy is absorbed significantly by both phases. After the absorption 

of a high-energy photon, a high energy compton electron is ejected. As charge 

carriers may cross from one phase to the other one, phenomena are thus different 

from those observed in a homogeneous phase. The interaction of radiation with an 

oxide causes electronic excitations, which promote an electron from the valence 

band to the conduction band, leaving a hole in the valence band. 
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When an excited electron and a hole in the valence band remain bound 

together by Coulomb interactions, they are referred to as an exciton. The energy of 

the exciton is a little lower than the band gap energy. In semiconductors, the 

energy transfers by the coherent excitons. Among all the oxides of interest, the 

most extensive work has been performed on beryllium, due to the development of 

high-purity beryllium for optical fiber applications. Calculations evidence that 

there is no barrier for self-trapping .  

 
Calculations have also proven that the exciton self-trapping is accompanied 

by a weakening of one of the two Be-O bonds with an oxygen atom and by a small 

displacement of the oxygen ion towards an Be●interstitial position. We point out 

that the direct excitation of hydroxyl groups, which are present as impurities on the 

silica surface, is negligible. The division of bulk beryllium into nanometric 

particles emphasizes the role played by the surface. This dramatic surface effect is 

then gradually suppressed when the size of the beryllium particles is increased. 

 
Nevertheless, the hydroxylation of the beryllium surface has an effect on the 

nature of the mechanism and a strongly dehydrated surface can tune the excitonic 

chemistry to a more ionic one as shown by the reactivity of the electron at the 

surface (dissociative electron attachment to -OH groups). It is suggested that 

positive holes rapidly react with surface –OH groups to give: 

 
The protons will then react with trapped electrons at the surface to generate H 

atom. 

 
Whether ionic or excitonic chemistry, the resulting H atoms dimerize forming H2 

 
CONCLUSION 

We present a general model for quantifying water radiolysis by γ radiation 

near solid-water interfaces. Our model includes explicit consideration of the 

radiation’s energy attenuation. By incorporating the activity, irradiance, and 

attenuation of radiation, our model separately calculates radiolysis due to γ 

radiation as a function of distance from the solid surface. As an example, we 
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calculate total dose rates and radiolytic production rates for spent fuel to illustrate 

the importance of including the contribution from all types of radiation in a general 

model of water radiolysis. 
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